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New withdraw policy
allows for later drop·
by Tracy Enlow
Central Ffortda Future

A new withdrawal policy has been
approved establishing changes
designed to help students who
withdraw after the normal
deadline. The Faculty Senate
Resolution (86-87-3), which will go
into effect in the Fall Semester of
1987, will record all withdrawals
after the deadline as either
withdraw passing (WP) or
withdraw failing (WF).
Currently, UCF's withdrawal
policy as stated in the 86-87 catalog
is as follows: "No withdrawal is
permitted after the deadline except
in extraordinary circumstances
such as serious medical problems.
Unsatisfactory
academic
performance is not considered an
acceptable reason. Students who ·
need to petition for a withdrawal
should consult the Office of
Undergraduate Studies."
Under this new provision, which
was passed in December of 1986, the
following stipulation has been
added to the existing requirements:
"At the time of the request, the Office
of Undergraduate Studies will
Donna Calloway/Central Florida Future
notify
the instructor that a
Free bird
withdrawal form must be submitted.
If the student was passing, a "WP"
Mike, doug and Rick find sailing to be the perfect water sport for this windy will be recorded on the permanent
season.
record, if the student is failing a
"WF" will be entered."

......................................

"We feel it will reflect more
accurately the work of the students,"
said Dr. Charles Micarelli, Dean of
the Office of Undergradua t e
Studies.
"Before this resolution no
provisions were really provided for
someone who couldn't continue
classes because of illness or some
other legitimate reason," explains
Dr. Lawrence Tanzi, Assistant
Dean to Micarelli.
Students who withdraw before the
deadline will not be affected by the
policy changes. It will also not affect
grade point averages as no points
are given for withdrawals.
Student reaction seems to favor the
new resolution.
"If I had to withdraw from classes
because of an emergency, I would
want to get some recognition for the
work I had already completed," said
Marilyn Marconi, an AD/PR
major. "I wouldn't want over half a

semester to be totally wasted."
"I would like to know if I was
passing or failing at the time I
withdrew," said Sharon Underhi11,
a Communications major.
"It is a reasonable policy which
essentially fills a hole in the present
policy,"
said
Dr.
Tanzi.

Visiting prof to recite poetic works
Jackie Miltner
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

-----------------Dr. Fay Zwicky, visiting professor of
English for the Spring semester, will give a
poetry reading and discussion on Tuesday,
March 3; at 8:00 p.m. in the Music
Rehearsal Hall at UCF. The reading is free
and open to the public.
Besides reading several groups of poems
from two of her published books, ~
Babel's Fiddle and Kaddish and Other
Poems, Zwicky will also read abstracts from
some of her short stories.
Zwicky's poems range from parents and
children to ancestors. "One group, "Arc of
Voices", starts with a monologue by Mrs.
No h and continues with different animals
speaking, " said Zwicky.
Her poems also relate to regions she has
Jived in. For example, some are American
poems (written in Illinois and Florida)
vhile some are Australian influenced.
Zwicky, born in Melbourne, Australia and
educated at the University of Melbourne,
w a concert pianist from the age of four.
t the age of21, Zwicky was sent by the Dutch
government to tour Indonesia as a concert
pianist.
he also taught at the Dutch University in
Indone i and met her Swiss husband.
fter three years Zwicky moved to
itz rland for a year (where her son was
born) and in 1961 returned to Australia
h r h r d ught r ~ s born.
In 1 65, Zwicky stopped playing piano in
ublic and began publishing her poetry and
hort torie . She also came to the United
te Florid
tate University) and began
incorp rating meric ' influence into her

work. Not only do her poems and short
stories reflect her comparative interests but
Zwicky also teaches American and
Comparative Literature in Australia.
"I was born on the Fourth of July, so I have
always been curious about America. I also
enjoy American literature, especially
Emily Dickinson, Herman Melville, Walt
Whitman and contemporary poetry," said
Zwicky.
"I was invited to UCF for the Spring 1987
semester and saw it as a chance to look at
things in a different perspective. Besides
the faster pace in America, I have noticed
students are under a lot more pressure.
Money is one of the main reasons. In
Australia, education is free (federally
funded), although beginning January 1987
students have to pay $250 a year," Zwicky
said.
"The teaching system is also different
because in Australia we do not have
freshman, juniors, seniors all in the same
classroom.
Freshman are taught all
together, sophomores aU together, etcetera. It
is based more on the English system," said
Zwicky.
"Teaching strategies also differ in
Australia .. A student may be lectured in a
classroom with 600 students on Monday and
Wednesday, and on Thursday attend a
Tutorial class with 10 other students. The
following week may have a Seminar on
Tuesday and a Tutorial class of 11 students
on Friday," added Zwicky.
"Geographically, Australia (population
approximately 15 million) is as big as the
U.S. (population approximately 240
million). The U.S. has 52 states, whereas

SEE ZWIC'K:'f PAGE 7

Smells well
Just a sample of what can be cought around bridge
pilings and channel markers in the east coast waterway.
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Sample Double Dutch Chocolate at
your campus bookstore and get a free T-shirt.*
If you love chocolate, you're really going to love new Double Dutch
Chocolate from General Foods International Coffees. And now, if you attend
a sampling of Double Dutch Chocolate at your campus bookstore, you can get
a free Double Dutch T-shirt. So stop by and taste Double Dutch Chocolate
for yourself. And find out why the special blend of coffee and rich
chocolate is becoming a delicious chocolate obsession.
·
*While supplies last.
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General F~ods$ International ·~offees.
Share the feeling.
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COUPON

COUPON

WRANGLER JEANS

CROSS PEN
(Without UCF Logo)

$9.98

w

•

25%0FF

UNMRSllY

Coupon Expires 3-13-87

Coupon Expires 3-13-87

•

COUPON

COUPON

PLUSH ANIMALS

SHORTS

25% OFF

25% OFF

Coupon Expires 3-13-87

Coupon Expires 3-13-87
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SPRING SEMESTER Regular Hours
Monday & Tuesday: 8:30 A.M. - 7:00 P.M.
Wednesday - Friday: 8:30 A.M. - 5:00 P.M.
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Reagan cuts spark little student debate
Stoff Report
COLLEGE PRESS SEIMCE

Even though President Reagan proposed in
January the deepest, most radical cuts in federal
college programs in history, student reaction has
been muted thus far, various student leaders and
lobbyists say.
In contrast to the huge letter-writing, telegramsending, street demonstrating onslaught that
greeted administration proposals to slash student
aid in 1982, 1983, 1984 and, to a lesser extent, 1985
and 1986, most student reaction has been confined
to quiet teach-ins and press conferences.
"The word from The Hill is senators haven't
heard from students," warns Mary Preston on the
U.S. Student Association's (USSA) legislative
hotline tape.
These days, financial aid officers and college
administrators are doing the lion's share of anticut lobbying in Congress, trying to keep their
programs and the money to run them.
"We have not received a lot of student mail,"
reports Ellen Nolan, an aide to the Senate
Education Committee. "We've gotten a lot from
parents, though; parents, college presidents and
financial aid people."
"I would say that last time around there was a
bigger student effort. This year, I think,

(students) have heard from Congress that them.
"We have strong memberships in Iowa, also
Congress won't adopt the proposals."
There has, of course, been some student Colorado, California, Oregon and New York."
reaction to the president's proposal, which, for Preston says, adding the Pennsylvania and
example, University of Arizona administrator Texas student associations are "somewhat"
Robert L. Wreen warned would force many active.
students to drop out from or delay going to college.
Those are the same areas, she observes, where
About 80 students, for instance, gathered at "the cuts are very, very damaging to those
North Carolina State last week to watch student students and their families."
Sen. Perry Woods, impersonating Education
Both USSA and the Roundtable are planning big
Secretary William Bennett and wearing a Darth lobbying pushes in March.
Vader helmet, throw two model MX missiles off
Preston says USSA's March 13-16 lobbying
the top of the student center.
conference, in which student politicians descend
Woods said the price of two MX missiles could on Washington from throughout the country to
send 10,000 students to college, and the students talk to representatives and senators, will be that
chanted "Pell Grants, yes! MX, no!"
much more effective if students send in letters
But USSA's Preston suggests students should be explaining how the cuts would affect them.
"really gearing up and writing letters" to
"Right now it the key time," Preston says.
Congress.
Skare expects 300 Roundtable students to lobby
John Skare, executive director of the National Congress March 6-10, hoping the enthusiasm of a
Student Roundtable, which, like USSA, lobbies in few can make up for lack of numbers.
Congress for "student issues," says signing
"The response from student leaders is really
petitions and marching protests are "limited" in energetic. They're really disgusted with the
their effectiveness.
proposed cuts." Skare says.
"Direct contact -- letter writing and other
Preston expects 400 to 500 students at the USSA
constituency work -- is better," he adds.
conference, though in 1982, in comparison, some
USSA and the Roundtable both are trying to 7,000 students attended to lobby in Congress.
organize letter-writing campaigns and other
On most campuses, administrators and
student political action, Preston says, but only
certain areas of the country are responding to
SEE CUTS PAGE 7

Fall tuition ·rise to be
higher than inflation
administrators say they
need to keep imposing huge
COLLEGE PRESS SERVICE
increases to help pay
faculty members more, to
Tuition nationwide again compensate for lower state
will rise much faster than and federal funding, to
the inflation
repair their campuses and
rate, early announcements even to bring in new
show.
computers.
While the Consumer Price
"Many administrators
Index -- the measure of what tell us they previously
people pay for
supressed tuition and fees,"
certain things -- has risen said Kathleen Brauder, "but
about two percent for goods now have to pay for
and services during the last maintenance and new
year, colleges in recent equipment, faculty salaries
weeks have announced and libraries."
they'll raise their prices
In September, the College
anywhere from four percent Board predicted tuitions will
to, in one case, 20 percent for rise an average of
the 1987-88 school year.
seven percent a year through
Though tuition hikes have the rest of the 1980s.
outstripped inflation every
SEE TUITION PAGE 4
year since 1978,

Stoff Report

• MEESE VISIT

same event to represent
Some University of "liberal" and "middle of the
Illinois
officials
are road" views.
objecting to a visit by Edwin
Meese.
''We're pretty appalled that
UI is willing to lend its good
• 'RACIST' EDITOR
name to whatever
The Communications
cockamamie things he
(Meese) wants to say," Board first suspended Daily
e plained law Prof. Francis Bruin Editor Ron Bell and
Boyle, who says he'll help Art Director Brian Fujimora
organize a protest of the for printing a cartoon
attorney
general's depicting a "Third World
scheduled
visit student" as a rooster. But due
commemorating the U.S. to the protests of some 60
Constitution's
200th campus special
interest groups, the board
anniversary.
D an of L w Peter Hay reinstated them after
ny
1e e w s chosen to deciding it had overstepped
its authority.
Bell fired the cartoonist,
adding. "I agree the cartoon
\·a offen i 'e. If I
had een it, it wouldn't have
be n publi hed.''

Smooth move

Joe Weinstein/Central Florido Future

The Knights captured their 12th win of the season last weekend. UCF downed FIU
Saturday night. See the whole story on page 20.

•

RACE RELATIONS

Fifty-six percent of the
collegians
polled
nationwide by Newsweek
Inc.'s On Campus magazine
thought both black and white
students were "friendly but
not close," the magazine
reported last week.
•

DEATH THREATS

Ohio State student Michael
Sloan says he's gotten death
threats since writing a letter
to the OSU Lantern objecting
to OSU's efforts to have
President Reagan deliver
the commencement address
this spring.
•

LOBBYIST RESIGNS

A member of the U. of
Wash.'s PIRG lobby group
resigned,
citing
'philo ophical differences"
''ith remaining

staffers over a portion of
their 1987 legislative
agenda., which concentrates
on a campaign by U.
Washington and Western
Washing to n
U.
conservatives to strip
the PIRG of its "waivable
fee" funding.
Conservative groups
nationwide have attacked
the PIRG funding method,
usually successfully.

• SPEAKER
On March 11, at 2:15 p.m.
in the Board of Regents
Room in the Administration
Building, the College of
Business will sponsor a
l e c tu r e
e n ti t l e d
"Entrepreneurial Spirit in
the '80s."

The three distinguished
speakers on the panel will be
Don Dizney, United Medical
Corporation and the Orlando
Surviving staffers say Renegades; Philip Crosby
they'll
jettison
the Sr., Philip Crosby and
controversial agenda and U. Associates; and Gordon
Washington anti-fee leader Linkon, Florida Express.
Paul Fishman says the
Each of these individuals
lobbyist's resignation
means the PIRG, which took will be addressing the
fees it promised would be question of what it takes to
have the entrepreneurial
used for pursuing issues,
should give them back spirit and specifically how
because it won't be lobbying they identified and pursued
entrepreneurial opportunity.
after all.
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TUITION
FROM PAGE 3
Whatever the reasons,
during the last few weeks
schools as diverse as
Ricks College in Idaho, New
Hampshire, Princeton,
Yale,
Washington,
Michigan State, Baptist
College in South Carolina,
Maryland,
all
the
University of Missouri
campuses, Baylor and Duke
announced they'll charge
students from four-to-nine
percent more next school
year.
But those increases may be
bargains.
Cal State is raising "fees"
-- its version of tuition -- 10
percent.
Alabama - Birmingham
students will pay 12. 7
percent more to attend
classes next year, while
tuition at Loyola - New
Orleans will rise 12.5
percent.
Oklahoma students may
get "only" a 15 percent hike,
although Gov. Henry
Bellmon initially wanted an

88 percent jump, which
would have been the highest
in the nation.
Community
college
students, however, may face
the biggest increases.
Parkland Commnnity
College in Illinois, for
example, will hike prices 20
percent next year.
Parkland's Vice
President of Business
A.ffairs Don Moran said the
college's
board of trustees had to tap
"new sources of revenue" -students -- because of a
decline in Illinois' farm
property value.
But some school were
raising tuition for other
reasons, one major observer
said.
"Some of our colleges,"
U.S. Secretary of Education
William Bennett said
last November, "charge
what the market can bear."
Bennett went on to say
schools can raise tuition
because they know
students can get federal
loans to pay it, press aide
Tom Lyon recalled.
If students can't get loans

as easily, they may be less
likely to tolerate
hikes of these magnitudes,
Lyon added. "If students
begin to assume the cost
burden themselves, there
will be pressure on the
schools (to lower their
prices) from consumers."
Perhaps because they feel
they can borrow money to pay
for the increase, students are
not, in fact, protesting the
new round of big hikes very
often.
"I can't see myself
protesting," said University
of Alabama at Birmingham
sophomore Beth Baker.
Though her scholarship
won't cover a 12. 7 percent
tuition jump, Baker knew
her school would have to "get
the money from somewhere.
I'll just have to understand.
I'm a big pro-UAB person."
But Bennett's conclusions
that colleges are charging as
much as they can
just because they can are
"just wrong," said Dr.
Richard Rosser, president of
the National Association of
Independent Colleges and
Universities.

A telephone number, that is. 'Cause ifyou're at work
the ch1ldren come home from school, thEtY
should know how to reach you.
Have 'em check in with a. neighbor,
too. They'll feel better.
And ~ will you.
For more information
write me, McGruif the
Crime Dog. (That's my mug
on the right. Handsome,•
huh?)CrimePrevenUon
1961 TheAdverti!llngCouncU. Jnc..
Coa.11Uon, Dept. A.
Am~ehomthe
•
Crime PrevenUon ()o&UUon,
_
Box 6600, Rockv1lle, Md.
thla publtcauon uid Tho Ad Couna11
20850.
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SCHOlARSHIP INFORMATION FOR
PARENTS &STUDENTS WHO NEED

MONEY FOR COLLEGE
Every Student is Eligible for Some Type of
Financial Aid Regardless of Grades or Parental Income.

• We have a data bank of over 200,000 listings of scholarships,
fellowships, grants, and loans, representing over $10 billion in private
sector funding.
• Many scholarships are given to students based on their academic
interests, career plans, family heritage and place of residence.
•There's money available for students who have been newspaper car·
riers, grocery clerks, cheerleaders, non-smokers ... etc.
• Results GUARANTEED.

L. .-AN_c:r_~_~_E_ _ _l_~_r8_0_0_~_3_3_4_~_5_9_9_0_;1 J
National Scholarship Research Service

~------------------------------------------

Don't Rent!
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Own Your Own!
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2Bed/2Bath Townhomes 1.2 Miles south of campus on Alafaya Trail

AREN'T

YOU

WORTH
IT'?

Become Your Own Landlord

Form1040EZ

Many smart UCF students who
own their own apartments have
rommates to help share ex·
penses. Come and see why and
how the parents of these
students have chosen to buy a
townhome for their sons and
daughters. It's a good deal for
everyone and you'll want one
too!

sun.12noon-6PM.
Simplest tax.form yet. Only 11 lines and
if you file single you may be able to use
tM IRS

*

$340/fP~I*
No Closing Costs.

~;e~

(I_ ~led ceilings
ll LargeOpen,
Spacious plan
master bedroom suite
cable TV available
Sparkling skylights
Charming loft
Furnished kitchen

Purchase Price
Includes:
....

t:&~ -_ ~

Furnished model open daily
Mon.-Sat. IOAM - 6PM.

it. A /lflbllc ~
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-....-~-
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Fox
Hunt
Lanes
~

0 Refrigerator
O Washer and Dryer
O Blind~
DPaddleFans

...._

Sale price S53,900, $2,700 down. $51,200 mortgage,

i°lo AR.M., plus or minus~ Annual Cop, Ufettme Cap

Adfusted tot-year T-Biff. A.P.R. 8'1a or Low Axed Rates.
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The CLASTa ..
will you pass?

Loa

COLLEGE P Es.5 SERV CE

Getting Ready for the CLAST
Reading, Writing, Mathematics
Thls book includes Instruction ond sample questions
created using the state CLAST specifications.
Ifs only SB.95, ask fOl' It at your bookstore.

H . Publishing
H Company

j 2165 Sunnydale Blvd, Suite N
Clearwater, FL 33575

---------------------~

HAIR
DESIGN
COLLEGE

Unlock your potential in a
few short months.
A complete course for men's and women's hair design.
Quality education. We care about your future.
• Full or Part Time

• Placement Assistance • Student Grants

• Days or Nights

• Flnanclal Aid

• GSL Student loans

call for an appointment
5433 Lake Howell Road

657-0700
MR. HAMILTON

Rofftm.

c a ge causes f nd raising

St off Report

Get help with

HAIR DESIGN GRADUATES
GET MORE THAN EDUCATION
THEY GET JOBS!

The tighter Guaranteed
Student Loan requirements
that went into effect are
apparently forcing some
students go to greater lengths
to pay for cellege this term,
including throwing fee
parties and beseeching
banks for personal loans,
campus officials have
reported.
Banks in Norman, Okla.,
for example, say in recent
weeks some students have
been applying for short-term
personal loans to help pay
tuition.
And at the University of
Wisconsin at Stout, 11
students were arrested last
week for allegedly trying to
raise tuition money by
charging admission to
weekend beer parties.
The reason is that the
Higher Education Act passed
last
fall
and
new
Guaranteed Student Loan
(GSL) regulations enacted
this winter have put GSLs
virtually out of reach for
students from families with
yearly incomes higher than
$30,000.
"Now that the government
has made the GSL strickly a
need-based
program, lots of students who
depended on that money may
not have any other options

(beside taking out personal
loans) if they choose not to
work their way through
college," said Elton Davis,
Oklahoma's finanacial aid
director.
"Lots of students who don't
want to work now may have
to before they graduate. That
makes the next question:
will there be enough jobs for
those
who end up having to work?"
Aid directors were
generally amused by the
tuition-beer party at Stout.
Oklahoma's Davis said,
"If students can raise money
that way, I won't knock it.
There are lots of students out
there who drink beer, but I
hope it's not a trend that
reaches into harsh or violent
types of things."
Stout financial aid
director Kurtis Kindschi
laughed at the incident, but
hoped other students would
seek more mainstream
alternatives to GSLs.
"They can look for other
types of loans, perhaps attend
college in their home
communities, work while
they attend school or extend
their educations over five or
six years rather than four,"
he suggested.
But most importantly,
Kindschi said, families
must realize the days of
readily available fe~eral
aid are gone.
"Over the past 10 or 15

•
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years the availability of aid
encouraged families not o
plan for the future," he
explained.
"High
appropriations for financial
aid programs let them think
the feds would take care of
their childrens' tuition when
the time came."
"Now the worm is turning,
and significant reductions
are causing
frustration and anxiety.
The feds get blamed but
families are responsible
too."
The shrinking GSL pool
probably will send borrowers
to
other government
programs, such as parent or
PLUS loans or student
supplemental
loans,
predicted Dr. Dallas Martin,
dirctor of the National
Association of Student
Financial Aid Officiers.
Others will consider
changes in the tax laws -which disallow deduction of
interest on personal loans -and take out deductible
second mortgages or equity
loans to pay their childrens'
tuition.
"A number of families
have always used personal
loans to pay for their
childrens' tuition," Martin
noted. "But it's too soon to try
to determine any patterns to
this, although it's safe to say
many people will need other
sources of credit."

6, The Central Rorida Future, Morch 3, 1987

Faculty Facts
MASS. REGENTS STALL claim that Tulane retaliated
NEW TEACHER ED
against her for the sex
PROGRAMS PENDING
discrimination charge is
STUDY
valid. But the ruling
The regents say the year- disregards her claim she
long evaluation will help was fired because she is a
overhaul current programs woman.
which don't offer proper
undergrad curricula for INDIANA U. FREEZES
future teachers.
HIRING TO MEET
No new teacher ed BUDGET
programs can be considered
IU officials have stopped
until Oct.1.
all academic, professional,
IOWA OFFICIALS WARN clerical and service hiring
FACUL1YPAYRAISES
and will leave jobs unfilled
NECESSARY TO HALT
as they are vacated. The
'BRAIN DRAIN'
freeze is effective until July
Faculty members need at 1, but officials say :it won't
least a 13 percent pay raise affect hiring next fall.
over the next three years to
Most empty faculty
keep them from taking more positions were filled before
lucrative positions at other the freeze was announced.
schools, college officials told
a state budget committee.
MICHIGAN SCHOOLS
"We're an institution with UNITE TO FIGHT
a top-ranked football team, a LIABILI1Y COSTS
top-ranked basketball team
Michigan State trustees
and bottom basement are the latest group to
salaries," says U. of Iowa consider the 13-school
President James Freedman. agreement to share liability
Legislators agree faculty insurance
risks
and
salaries need to be higher, possible cost overruns.
but doubt they'll approve the
13 percent raise.
MSU's Council of
Presidents is examining the
FORMER TULANE
legal aspects of the
PROFESSOR WINS NEW agreement, which requires
TRIAL ON RETALIATION schools to pay $1 million
CHARGE
annually and a one-time fee
Dr. Marise Gottlieb claims into a
Tulane fired her after she shared fund.
sued the university for sex
discrimination. Gottlieb
Liability costs will be paid
was demoted to research out of the fund, which
associate professor in 1979. virtually guarantees costs
The U.S. 5th Court of would not exceed fund
Appeals ruled that Gottlieb's reserves.

OURCO ES.
GO ACCORDING
TO PLAN
Do you need· oversized copies of your
blueprints, maps, artwork or other large
documents? See us at Kinko's-we've got
your size.

kllkoi-•®

Great copies. creat people.
127 West Fairbanks

(305) 628-5255

(across from Bailey's)
plenty of off-street lighted
parking

M-F: 7 a.m. - 9 p.m.
SAT: 9 a.m. ·· 6 p.m.
SUN: 12 noon - 9 p.m.

19th Student Senate Report
17th Session

MEASURES VOTED ON AT THIS MEETING:
BILLS:
19-34 FUAding Foreign Language International Festival: This Bill allocates $792.96
to HASA for festival to be held on campus (Ponce, 25-Y)
RESOLUTIONS:
19-19 Impounding Bicycles Parked Along Handicap Rails: This Resolution states
that future ordinances regarding bicycle parking Include wording which
would allow for illegally parked bicycles to be Impounded. with a
recovery charge of no more than S10.00 (Bolt, 23-Y)
19-21 Creating an Ad Hoc Committee to lmplament Regional/State Relations:
This Resolution creates a committee to work with local and state governments (Ponce , 23-Y)
19-23 Requesting the Student Body President to Arrange for a Campus SuNey
of Sexual ,-taraSSl nent: This Bill asks Pres. Smith to arrange for a
sclentifically accurate suNey of faculty sexual harassment against
students (Field, 24-Y)

The Senate confirmed the
following people to Student
Government positions:
Robert Bliss: Elec. Comm 24-Y
Amy Fluman: Elec. Comm 24-Y
Carla Klinger: A&S St. #9 18-Y,
3-N.2-AB

SENATE MEETINGS
Students are invited to attend all
Senate meetings, and to express
any ideas or problems thay the
Senate should work on. Senate
meetings are held on Thursday
at 3:00 in the Tropical Oasls.

STUDENTS
If you have any comments,
questions or concerns about the
Senate Report, or any legislation,
please contact JJ Mandato at
x2191 or in SC 151.

The following are descriptions of' and the time and day of the committee meetings:

LJR
SP

EA

~r-r-r-r-

u: c::

a:i

c:: c:: u:::

CONFIRMATIONS:

SEANATE COMMITTEES review and amend all Legislation before It is brought for a hearing before the full Senate.

C&O

0-.....N<'? ..-N

February 26, 1987

MEASURES IN COMMITTEE:
BILLS:
19-02 Funding Stickers for Library Supplies Provided by SG: This Bill allocates
S188.68 to purchase Identification stickers for rulers, staplers, and scissors
to be placed in the Library (Tabled In OAF)
19-35 Revising Statutes-- 304.2 II: This Bill clarifies how long the senate has to
confirm an appointment (Assigned to LJR)
19-36 Revising Statutes-- 400.4: This bill clarifies who is responsible for the
swearing in of confirmed appointees (Assigned to LJR)

OAF

N~

.._o.o.o.o.c;c

Organizations, Appropriations and Finance: This committee reviews all changes to the Finance Code
and any legislation requesting funding.
Wednesdays @ 4:00 pm in the Senate Work Room
Clubs and Organizations: This committee decides whether a club receives funds for Office Supplies/
Advertising or Conference Registration.
Tuesdays @ 5:00 pm In the Senate Work Room
legislative Judicial and Rules: This committee reviews legislation to change the Constitution, Statutes
or Rules and Procedures.
Wednesdays @ 4:00 pm in the Student Activities Center
Services and Publicity: This committeerevlews all non-funding legislation which deals with Student
Government Services and Publicity.
Mondays @ A:OO pm in the Senate Work Room
Elections and Appoi tments: This committee reviews a Student Government Appointments, and
recommendations for changes to Election Statutes
Tuesdays @ 6:00 pm in the Senate Work Room

PR-Present(not enough nformoflo I noble to decide) AB-Abstain (conflict of Interest)

Y-Yes

N-No

ARTS AND SCIENCES
August Field
Kim DeVogel
Mark Hayes ·
Bob Truett
Samuel Coniglio
Melissa Pellerin
Scott Jenkins
Tabatha Burn
BUSINESS
Mario Ponce
Jeff King
John White
Ken Barr
Patrick Kelly
Meade Parks
David Thollander
EDUCATION
Daniel Sheppard
Susan Schmid
Ross Wolf (Pro Tem)
John Rhodes
Candace Cline
ENGINEERING
Bryan Martinez
Cindy Deal
Chris Carter
Tony Wendrzyk
Keith White
Brian Thomas
HEALTH
William Bolt
Jeannie Saul
LIBERAL STUDIES
Megan O 'Neill
AT-LARGE
Roy Reid

resigned
p yy y y p
pyyyyp
pyyyyp
PYYYYP
pyyyyp
P VY Y Y P
A-- - -A
P VY Y Y P
resigned
p pyyyp
ppyyyp
P PYYYP
PPY--P
P PYYYA
resigned
A--YYP
P VY
P
P VY Y YA
P VY Y Y P
P VY Y Y P
p yy y y p
P VY Y Y P
P VY Y Y P
A----A
P VY Y Y P
P VY Y Y P
PYYYYP
p yy y y p
p yy y y p

A -Absent P -Presen( i-Late £-Excused

.,
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CUTS
FROM PAGE 3

ASH
WEDNESDAY

politicians are still trying to scare students
into lobbying against the proposals.
Last week, U.S. Sen. Jeff Bingaman {DN.M.) swung by the University of New
Mexico to warn students there would be "a
decrease in the number of students who can
go to school" if Congress approves the cuts.
At Mankato State U. in Minnesota, aid
director Bob Matuska tried to stir up students
by saying that the cuts, if approved, would
mean some 950 MSU students would lose an
average of $1,100 in aid each.
Frank Candalisa, Southeastern Louisiana

ZWICKY
FROM PAGE l
Australia has only seven. West Australia's
weather is similar to California's
(Meditterranean), the north west is desertlike (near the Equator), the· eastern area is
humid and wet, while South Australia has
all four seasons (near Tasmania island
and Antartica)," said Zwicky.
Zwicky is currently teaching two courses
at UCF, The English Novel and Introduction

•

MARCH
4th

U .'s associate director of financial aid,
addressed the student senate, here he
estimated 4,600 Southeastern students ould
be affected b the cuts.
He asked student politicians to start
writing congressmen and omen to protest
the proposal, which would abolish the College
Work-Study program, massively diminish
aid to black colleges and drastically cut the
Guaranteed Student Loan and Pell Grant
programs, along with funding for anti-drug
programs.
"The poor would be especially hard hit" by
the proposed cuts in grants and loans,
Speaker of the U.S. House James Wright
told the National Association of Independent
Colleges and Universities convention last
week.

to Verse Writing (a creative writing class).
During lectures, Australian expressions
sometimes slip in, much to her class'
amusement. "Once I said 'whinge', which
means to whine or a mild complaint," said
Zwicky.
When she returns to Australia, Zwicky
will be writer-in-residence for three months
at the University of Melbourne. She will
then return to her position as Senior Lecturer
in the Department of English at the
University of Western Australia in Perth.

SCA
Noon
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Use the order form in the tax package to
obtain over 90 free IRS publications on
different tax topics.
A public service message from the IRS

Fish are your friends.
Don't throw trash in their home.

Serving The UCF Community

the UCF
FEDERAL CREDIT UNION
Located Right On Campus (acrc;ss from Bookstore}

WE'RE HERE FOR YOU
275-2855

PRELIMINARY

FINAL

COMPETITION:

COMPETITION:

MARCH

26

APRIL

7:00 PM

7:00

SCA

15

PM

LOCATION TBA

PICK UP YOUR APPLICATON AT THE MAIN DESK
OF THE STUDENT CENTER OR THE STUDENT ACTIVITIES CENTER
APPLICATION DEADLINE: MARCH 23
CONTRACTS TO PERFORM FOR:
lST PLACE: $ 200
2ND PLACE:
3RD PLACE:

PAClSF

rrJEDTHROUGH THEActi -~Olld

F-~allocal8Iby

$ 150
$ 75
t GownunDll of tM a~ of C-tnJFlori.da

light y 0 f f camp s
NUKE TESTS
'WALL CHART'
Students at Mankato State,
Bennett's annual 'wan
innesota,
Colorado, chart' press release ranks
ebraska and Yale, among
states by educational
others, held marches and quality and how well high
vigils in reaction to the first school seniors do on
U.S. nuclear
standardized tests.
weapons test of 1987, held in
Last week Bennett noted his
Nevada.
new chart shows test scores
The rallies marked the have leveled off and
first large-scale multiple dropout rates have crept
campus nuclear freeze
upward. And, Bennett noted,
demonstrations since 1985.
it was not likely that "we
would repeat
last year's dramatic gains."
DUKE DECISION
New Hampshire, Oregon
President Keith Brodie said and Delaware boasted the
Duke couldn't accept a $20 highest average SAT scores
million gift from
on the new chart, while South
trustee and financier Disque Carolina, North Carolina
D. Deane unless Deane and Georgia posted the
dropped the proviso that lowest.
allows him to screen the
professors his money would
help hire.
"I'm not going to give a PROFS FIRED
Mississippi Valley State U.
carte blanche to Duke
Assoc.
Prof.
William
University without the
opportunity to know what the Stewart has asked a federal
money is going to be used court to stop MVSU President
for," Deane replied.
Joe Boyer from firing him
because, Stewart said.

Similarly, U. Southern
Maine
English
Prof.
William Slavick says he'll
file an
official protest of a Feb. 6th
suspension, which he claims
was in retaliation
for telling prospective
English
department
employees that the
department was more
concerned with "imagebuilding" and "expediency"
than teaching.
But Central State U. in Ohio
last week settled a lawsuit
with four profs who
were suing it, claiming
President Arthur Thomas
fired them for objecting to his
1984
appointment
as
president.
No terms of the settlement
were announced.

that ould force Idaho sta e
schools to make sure at least
35 percent of their athletic
scholarships go to in-staters,
but U. Idaho athletic director
Bill Belknap says "it's
pointless to recruit people who
can't compete at this level
It's a disservice to them."

'BAIL MARY'
UAB officials said they'd
proceed with a scheduled
showing of a controversial
film which purports to tell the
modern-day story of the
Virgin Mary, despite last
week's firebombing of a
Jacksonville theater that was
showing it. The film has
been targeted by some
BOB BARKER
Catholic groups, who call it
The TV celebrity who blasphemous.
threatened to boycott a Miss
USA beauty pageant if the
contestants wore real furs
bought an ad in the
entertainment
weekly BEACH BLAST
Variety. claiming Southern
Students at St. Vincent
Cal researchers waste "the College in Latrobe, Pa.,
lives of dozens of primates" staged a second annual
with unnecessary and "Beach
Blast"
amid
redundant experiments.
temperatures in the teens last
U. Minnesota students, week, many wearing only
meanwhile, picketed the jams and sunglasses.
home of Prof. J. Bruce
Overmier, claiming his
experiments on animals Not quite as well dressed, 20
were "redundant and Purdue students braved
IDAHO PLAYERS
cruel."
near-zero temperatures to
State Sen. Dennis Hansen
particpate in its annual
introduced a bill last week
"nude Olympics."

NOW OPEN t1~~~-"$~~~
UNIVERSITY PARK
PLAZA

THE BEST OF ITALY
GROWS IN THE GARDEN.

679-2121
545 Semoran Blvd.
Winter Park, FL
32792
Any regular priced
ALBUM, CASSETTE,
IMPORT or -CD
$7 .99 AND UP!

$2.00 ----------------- II

OFF!

------------------~

NURSING GRADUATES:

Favorite Italian Entrees.
tj/oat lii!Mt if 11 riolllll
___ S/oM Vat
Fresh·from·the·garden salad.
PJfJIMiBt &?
Freshly baked, soft, warm breadsticks.
NCLEX-RN
CGFNS
Licensure Pr~paration
• Follow your own study schedule
via our copy-righted TEST-N-TAPER
program.
• Course and homestudy notes
prepared by professional nursing
specialists.
• Up-to-the-minute research keeps
pace with exam changes.
• Practice tests based on actual
NCLEX format.

Op n: Sunday-Thursday
11 a.m.-10:30 p.m.
Friday & Saturday
11 a.m.-11 p.m.

3675 E. Colonial Dr.

(Fashion Square Mall)
(305) 896-0498
1490 Hwy. 436
(Casselberry)
(305) 678-6.577
310 Park Ave. S.
(305) 644-0020

I
I
I

PROFESSIONAL PREPARATION SINCE 1938

2238 Winter Woods Blvd. Winter Parle., Fla.
©71~~mm

Opinion~'~~~~~----:..--.:....,:___--some helpful tips
on how to publish
your information

"ftf..O'{ f~ Cot--1&\T,
fei<DIE?

A recent letter criticized The Central Florida
Future of ignoring campus organizations. We
would like to say that this is by no means a fair
accusation.
However, depending on how you send your
information to us, this may seem to be the case.
Try to understand that we have a very small
staff and an even tinier work area here at the
newspaper. This all amounts to everyone doing
everything and everything getting pretty
confused.
Keeping this in mind, here are some tips on how
to get your organization publicized.
Type it: That's right, and double space too.
Papers get shuffied around all the time and if it
looks like scrap, it will probably end up in the
trash can. Also, we work into the wee hours of the
night and sometimes our eyes get too tired to read
scratchings, and bingo, another one bites the
dust.
Label it: Yes, we realize that your organization
deserves the front page, but try to remember that
we only have one of those and sometimes it gets a
little full. If you honestly think about it, you can
probably come up with a fair estimation of where
your story should go by checking old issues to see
where similar information is usually placed. If
you decide your story belongs in Newsclips, write
that on what you send us.
Remember to make it large and bold 1 Whiz Kids: Congratulations go out to the UCF :=!.!.:!.:=::=:==::=~=::==:=:=:=:=:==:==
(NEWSCLIPS will catch attention far more
quickly then newsclips) so we don't have to work
to hard to figure it out. Keep in mind, if your
hunting for publicity, we're doing you the favor
and not vice versa.
Be brief: This is the same as above. Don't try to
ahead of such notable schools as Harvard, UCLA,
dazzle us with your style and vocabulary, just get , the University of New Mexico, Michigan State
the necessary information on the page. Go ahead and the California Institute of Technology.
sowed the seeds of future winners. A good season
and try to put it into printable format, it never
This is no small feat. So the next time that a helps in recruiting better players which in turn
hurts. The worst that can happen is we'll edit it friend comes down from Harvard or Michigan
'and if you do a good job you can almost guarantee State for spring break and asks you where you go means more winning seasons.
To· go on with the lecture, more winning
to get yourself published.
to college at, tell him you go to the second-best seasons means the ability to schedule more bigIt's simple, the more work you make us do, the computer school in the world (not nation, mind
name teams next year and beyond. This means
less likely we are to do it.
you, but world.) He can stick that in his northern more fans coming to home games, which
Be nice: This is very important. We work long pipe and smoke it.
.
_
translates to more money. This is oh-sohours for very little pay here at the newspaper. The Knights:
important
to an athletic department that has been
We admit to being far from perfect, but are doing
This season· was an important one to the athletic w~rking its way out of debt.
the best we can. Nobody pats us on the back when department. With the baseball and soccer
we do a good job and everybody writes in when we programs already established, and the football
Once again, this was a big season for the
screw up.
program slowly wresting itself away from roundball Knights, both on and off the court.
What we're saying is that we often don't have mediocrity, the men's basketball program Success breeds success, and this year may prove
much patience to spare. Getting angry because needed to return to its winning ways of the too- to be a stellar example of this theory.
your organization got left out of an issue usually . distant past. Although the Knights will not finish Now, if only the women's basketball team started
does not do you any good. In fact, we have a with a winni1:_lg record this seaso~, they have winning again ...
special grey file for people who are too pushy ...
Keep in mind, you probably handle publicity for
one organization, we receive it from hundreds.
That's the way it is: Now while this probably
doesn't sound all that fair, we'll be the first ones to
faculty/student
luncheon of Wonderful, compliments of
tell you -- it isn't. But it is the way things go. Ask •Nonews
seminars open to the public, and The Central Florida Future.
anyone in public relations.
performs many other services
Editor:
This is the third movie I
Once agailf, we do want to help get your
I noted, with interest, the for the English Department and have attended through your •
information in the paper, we just want you to meet February 1 7, 1987, article the community.
contests and I just wanted to say
us halfway.
announcing the formation of
This year, as in past thanks for running them.
the Omega Beta Beta Chapter of years, we have asked The College students are usually on •
to budgets and with the cost of
Omega Psi Phi fraternity, Central Florida Future
1(:'nie Central Florida Future
which is JOmmg the UCF publicize the Florida Poetry movies up around $5, a free one
P.O. Box 25000, Orlando,Fl.32816 (305) 275-2601 a-275-2865
campus. While I am excited Contest and our other activities-- now and then is welcome
•
and thrilled to know about new but to no avail. Apparently, indeed.
organizations at our growing unless a project is related to
I
was
just
wondering,
Editor In Chief
Don Wittekind
university, I am distressed that social
fraternities
and how often do you give a way free
Managing Editor
Chris Richcreek
there
is
little
or
no
news
about
it
is tickets and when will the next
sororities
or
sports
events,
Copy Editor
Lauren McFaul
that not regarded as newsworthy.
organizations
ones come?
News Editor
Steve Pustelnyk existing
On the front page of The
Sports Editor
Lane Francis
Kathy Johnron contribute to both UCF and the
New York Times, there is the
Photo Editor
Donna Calloway community at large.
Education •
The
national-award- truism, "All the news that's fit to
Art Director
Theresa Altomare
winning Zeta Xi Chapter of print." Obviously, your student
Editor's note: We run
Sigma Tau Delta, the National "newspaper" aspires to some movie promotions as often as we
Business Maganer
Paul Stephenson English Honor Society, has, for other version of journalistic can. The Central Florida Future
Advertising Manager
Shellle Snyder the past three years, sponsored truth.
has
arrangements
with
Production Manager
Todd Lutz the Florida Poetry Contest
Vicky Brain Paramount
and
Pictures
Ad Production Manager
Jim Donato (which
was,
incidentally,
Faculty Sponsor Universal Pictures that allow us
Publishing Systems Coordinator
Brad Graziadio
dropped by the State of Florid~
Zeta Xi Chapter of to bring UCF some really great
Oassffied Ad Manager
ike McCotnster
due to lack of funding). This
Sigma Tau Delta movies.
SUbscriptions Manager
Lyrvie Good\.vin
contest benefits all aspiring
As far as the next contest
amateur and professional poets •Movie Madness
is concerned, we don't have a set
in the United States. In
date yet, but we are working on
addition, the Zeta Xi Chapter Editor:
bringing you the new Michael J.
awards scholarships to English
The other night I Fox moui.e. Keep an eye on
sponsors
monthly enjoyed the movie Some Kind Confetti for more infonnation.
majors,

Harvard who? We're on top now!
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KNIGHTLIFE

by Michael Fry

Yes, The Central Fwrida Future finally has some
student art. Welcome to Knightlife, our new comic
strip. Knightlife is the creation of Jorge Cratacos, a
graduate student in communications.

KNIGHTLIFE

Jorge A. Gratacos

Well, seems fik..? we ran ou.t
ou can use this grail

of dean mugs,

out fz.ere,

CHEEVERWOOD

by Michael Fry
~

/

~,~~~~ ~-sµLcfen(y, Sir (jawain 6efievecf lie migfit 6e on
to sometfiing.

r,_

KNIGHTLIFE
I
i

-~ ~~ Jorge A. Gratacos
'lJog, this is goi"fJ ta 6e an - - _,
easy 6u.c{(J ·
J

l

· y Michael Fry

CHEEVERWOOD
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MARCH 11, 11 A.M. • 2 P.M. on the green

KARA TE DEMO ~ ~~tf:_\\~ss Cl,)
FREE 0.J.
stf:-~ ~
~

PRESENlED BY lHE
UCF STUDENT
HEALlH AND
WELLNESS
CENlER

U\IE SANO

BLOOO PRESSURE

o~-<..S
s~ ~s~G.~
~~

!

U.V. TESTING

8

SOUVENIRS ALLooNs :
SUNSCREEN c~..\~G
~\C'(
:::;

Ii

a\CS ot.tJ\O
~ERO % BODY FAT

1
tJ\~ss~GE

Qtf:-\lO
~t.R~P'l ot.tJ\O

-.I

flt
ft

281-5841
FAST FOOD,
FAST FAT!
Did you know .... ?
BK Whopper w/cheese
Pizza Hut slice of pepperoni
pizza (1/8 of 13" pie)

230

Meo Hamburger

26 o

BK Whaler

584

Wendy's Chill

23O

Wendy's French Fries

33 O

Meo Egg McMuffln

350

... AND MUCH MUCH MORE! BE THERE!
(p.s. bring your sunglasses)

7 4O

by DARIN BROWN

UCF Alkldo Club
Japanese
fine
art
self
defense
coordination mental and physicd
training. Classes Mon Wed Fri 7-9 pm Sat
9-1 lom Sun 1-3 pm Multipurpose room
Education Bldg.

PIKoppaA~

Composite pictures will be taken on
Wed from 8:30 to 10:30 p .m. & on Thurs.
from 11:00 a .m. to 1:30 p .m. They are
$8.00 & you can sign up for an
appointment in the cafeteria.

Zeta Tou Alpha
Congrats on a great basketball and
soccer season! Get psyched for softball
and floor hockeyl Special thanks to our
coaches. Bill, Jeff, and Scooblel We love
youll
Alpha Tau Omega
Composite pictures all this week.
Schedule your mug shot. Biggest party
of the year coming. Watch here for
details.
Pl Koppa Alpha
Pl Koppa Alpha would fike to recognize
all their little sisters on this little sister
appreciation week. All you fitt1e sis' be
sure to come by the cafeteria all
throughout this week. Pikes love their
little sisters. They are the best.

Town house -- 2br/2bath, Fox Hunt.
SS,CXXI l.Xlder market at $49,900. Cdl
#3.51 {X)9() or #3.51-2265.
Water bed Queen size
$25671-7293

mattress for sale

UCFSurtClub
Meetings every Wednesday In you want
to know more. Join one of the best clubs
on campus/best teams on the beach.

Student loans to S7500 273-3263. AD
ages. No credit. lnslJ'ed Pion.
ABORTION SERVICES. birth control
Information. pregnancy tests and
counselling. VD screening. low cost.
confidential services and general
anesthesia. 898-0921
Central Florida Women's
Health Orgontzation

1983 Pontiac J-2000 Excellent cond .
$2500.00 coH 699-5772

Female roommate wanted to share l or
3 bedroom apartment In Haystack close
to UCF available May 1st call Jennifer at
658-4705 or 321-3963

Portable dishwasher; Michelob beer
keg dispenser; Script Writing typewriter;
metal detector: refrigerator; coll for
detalls. 365-7292

Financial aid for college Is available
RESULTS GUARANTEED! Coll 1-800-USA1221 ext0627

GOVERNMENT HOMES from $1 (U repair).
Delinquent tax property. Repossessions.
Can l-805-687-6CXXJ Ext. GH-4628 for
current repo list.

You con earn up to $500 a week In your
own home- Ifs slmplel Send SASEnvel to
W. Johnson Box 15496 Gainesville. FL
32604

Blue 10 speed Huffy for sale 28' $75 call
671-7293

111111•

Female. non-smoker to share room-Fox
Hunt Lanes. fully furnished. one mile from
UCF. $165/month, security, share utilities.
3.51-5656 after 6
Roommate wanted for new duplex 5
miles from UCFll Great location privacy
guaranteed. Must be non-smoker
dependable and clean. $200/month +
1/2 util. Deposit Is negotiable. Call

Duplex for rent cathedral ceUing 2 bds 2
bothsstoragedeon395.00282-5485

Omicron Delle EpsDon
The Economics Honors Society open to
all students with an Interest In
Economics. For more Information call
Rob Alexander at the Economics
Deportment 275--2465.

Student
papers,
resunes
spread
sheets. Ltr quality print. Free revisions .
10% student discount. 658-1481

Rmmt fa 3 bdrm 2 bth home on Red Bug
Rd. microwave. washer/dryer $200 mo+
1/3 utilities 767-5112

ii111&J
~!~~!!!~!
ltlllltlll
CoDege Democrats
Membership is open to all students.
Meetings ore held every Tue. in STUDENT
CENTER ROOM 217 ot6 p.m. Need more
Into. please leave message on answer
machine by colling 275--4394.

••COMPUTER WORD PROCESSING ••

For sale by owner. UCF area. Fully
furnished. fully rented deluxe condo. 3
bedrooms. 2 1/2 baths. Pool. tennis.
S60.CXXl. Call 3.51-7020.

2-bdrm. 2-both Town house tor rent In Fox
Hunt Lones. Fenced yard on water.
ceiling fans. etc. $450 per month plus
deposit. Month-to-month lease option.
Available Immediately. #351-0090 or
#3.51-2265.
Duplex for rent - 2brm 2bth w/Sears
appliances Includes wash/dryer; has
security system. $450 per mo + util
Sherwood Forestcall 85&-7815

80 Mazda RX? LS. Excellent condition.
Owner leaving country. must sell. $4000.
Call 365--7661 weekends.

write: Hamilton Mailers. 5471 Lake Howell
Road, Suite 128. Winter Park. Florida
32792
Students needed to clean homes. Hours
to fit schedule. Call 699-1636.

AIRLINES NOW HIRING. Flight attendants,
Agents. mechanics. customer service.
Salaries to $50k. Entry level positions.
Call 1-805--687-6000 ext. A-4628 for
current listings.
Leasing agent needed. No exp. nee. 25:30 Mon-Fri for apt. Complex near 436 +
Curry Ford Rd 282-4793
Opportunity knocks
Manager trainees
Energetic, Enthusiastic
Paid Training. Benefits
Tremendous Growth Opportunity
Call 851-6664 9-5. M-F

FAST TYPING SEINICE
Quick Professional Services. All work
prepared
on
commerclal
word
processors for error free neatness. We
use IBM Equipment Letter quality printer
not dot-matrix. Free rough drafts and
revisions. Same day. weekend and
overnight service available. Over 14,500
satisfied students. Call 671-3007
TYPING SERVICE: All work prepared on
IBM compatible PC, letter quality printer,
disk storage for revisions. WordPerfect
software. Resumes. general papers,
legal documents. etc.
CALL FRAN 774-9026.
TYPING. Fast. accurate, reasonable.
Close to campus. Coll Berny 282-4168
PROFESSIONAL TYPING
•One mile from UCF Campus•
All types of student documents. Same
day service available. IBM letter quality
word processing.
Fast • Professional •Accurate
WORDMASTERS 277-9600

Excellent
typing/word
Editing. Theses. 273-7591 .

processing .

Resumes and cover letters
Designed/Revised/Typed- 657.f/J79

Executive word processing servlc
Term
papers,
theses,
resumes,
manuscripts. 15 yrs experience. Pickup/delivery
service
ova able.
Academic needs may by professional
typist. 15% student discount 24 hour
message center 277-0329
Typing Word Processing.
Term papers Sl.25 per page. Call after
3:00 p .m. 767-0589
NEED ANYTHING TYPED? Call Jean at 6282608. Sl .40/pg.
TYPING SERVICES
Thesis, reports, forms. letters. statistical
(Edited) - all phases of typing. $2.00 per
page & up. Call Beverly Sparks at 629-

2046.
TYPING - 25 years experience. Theses.
manuscripts. papers, etc. Experience In
math equations. S0.50 per page double
space. Vicinity East Colonial and
AlafayaTrail. Call 658-2067 .

llCltlillil
$100REWARD
Navy Orkmdo Federal Cridlt Union Is
offering a $100 REWARD for any
Information leading to the recovery of
our ANCHOR sign taken from the
l.JNIVERSITY CENTER BUILDING.
If you know anything about the
whereabouts of this sign. PLEASE CALL
644-1100 ext. 67. Thank youl
SUMMER IN EUROPE $279
Lowest scheduled fares to all of Europe
from Orlando. Cail l (800) 325-2222.

..
.,

Thanks for being there when I need you .
You're the greatest 19th S.S.. Mel, Scott.
J.J., Dash, Elise and Jenny
Zute

~--------------------------------------------------------------------

Subscription Form

Subscribe Now!

•

...

Name and address:

To The Central Florida Future
New discounted ratesl
"'
New Rates
Full Year: $16.00 (Save $3.00)
Fall Semester: $6.00
Spring Semester: $8.00
Summer Semester: $5.00

Full Year ($16.00)
Fall Semester ($6.00)
Spring Semester ($8.00)
Summer Semester ($5.00)

Send to:

The Central Florida Future
University of Central Florida
P.O. Box 25000
Orlando, FL 32816

,___________________________. _________________________________________
J
·
Make checks payable to The Central Florida Future

"Good
friends
don't let
9ood
friends
smoke
cigarettes:'
Larry Hagman

Cigarettes aren't good
for your friends. Adopt a
friend who smokes and
help 'em quit today. You'll
th be glad tomorrow.

t=

$10.00 OFF
on Video Transfers
Transfer your movies, slides & prints to Video Cassettes!

EXPRESS PHOTO

M.H.S.A.

( Master of Health Services Administration

A representative of the graduate program in health services
administration at Arizona State University will conduct an
information presentation on:

Date: THURSDAY, MARCH 5, 1987
Time: 12 NOON to 2 PM
Location: EDUCATION BUILDING, ROOM 341
For more info and sign-up please contact the Career Placement
Office.

1 Hour Film Developing
One coupon per order.

$40.00 minimum, please.

Good at all 3 locations
ColonlaJ Promenade
896-0169

University Plaza
(next to X-TRA)

679-2272

Oxford Square
260-5850

The MHSA program at ASU prepares students for exciting
careers in the administration of hospitals, HMOs, consulting
firms, and other health care settings. It features an essential
business skill component providing students with necessary
skills for success in the dynamic health care industry. Joint MBA
is also available.
Find out how you can prepare for a rewarding career in the
year-round sun of metro Pheonix. Info on various aid programs
available. All majors welcome.
Schoo l of Health Administration and Po licy
College Of Business
Arizona State University
Tempe, AZ. 85287
(602)

gss-ma

.u

•

#

S~d The

ight In A Castle

Switzerland On A Shoestring!

en's B

• 7 days, b_d & btea ast. for o
S O per
night. Spen in one or more of the 90
hostels scattered throug out Switzerland.
Choose from city cen ers to remote
mountain lodges, coey ta es ide retreats or
h storic castles!
For a first nig t re"Servation n Basie,
both bed & b1ea fast, send us your check
for S10, which we will ac nowledge with
info about this area of S"IUerland.
lowest Round-Trip Airfare:

Ba sie's Yout h Hostel

Box 204
4006-Basle, Switzerland

$559

Trave l On e telephone 65 8-9 100
Sho upp Tra vel Ctr. s Pete
894-0623
telephone (813

Women's

•
-------COUPON

UNITED DISCOUNT~
JEWELERS
V
• All Chain Repair
• Ring Sizing, first size
• 17 J Watch Cleaning

$3.99
$7 .50
$19.95

~

(Quartz Watches $2 .00 More)

Diamond Remounting &
Custom Made Jewelry
$10.00 Discount with this coupon
(10% DISCOUNT WITH STUDENT l.D.)

APPRAISALS -INSURANCE, ESTATE
Up To 5 items $20.00
(certified Gemologist, appraiser)

Wcd. 3/4
7:30

111.00V 1HI$

• FREE EAR PIERCING
• FREE Ring Cleaning,
Stone Tightening
• Expert Engraving

LJCA I

lllMl'S
_ _....;;.;;llCE;.;._
1 _

Comer of University Blvd. & Goldenrod Rd.

Mon, 3/9
9:00

Wed.3/4
9:30

WI

1.-3/3.l:lO

t--------.

Thln.3/5
10:30

!-----------'

ATO I

Wed.3/4

~.1,:_i

EXP. 3/29/87

!l
. ,i•.,11
.•..

-

1-------'

10:30

F1GMA NJ

678- 7379
Mr. Haynor

21_

1._3f.l. 7'30 i------~

We Buy Gold & Diamond Jewelry
K-Mart Plaza

All GAMES ARE ON COURT
EXCEPT ANAL

____,

~l>CERS

Sold by Gram Weight

Fri. & Sat. 10-6

I
.

1... 3(.1. 6 - . 1 0 1 - - - - - - - .

14K Gold Charms, Chains, Bracelets

HOU RS: Mon.-Thurs. 10-6

-._3/2.111.lOll-------'

- - -

•

:

1111111Jltt\11tlll•blllllllltilllml8111mi

RAMSES II
cheological exhibit

tickets: $6 at Student Cent

l\fain Desk

es leave Sam from S.C.

March 6 in Jacksonville
FOR MORE INFO CALL

275-2633

'Dig like an Egyptian'

uditoriurn
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Big-10 leads way for '87-'88
The last few years, it
seems, the power has been
swinging from conference to
conference, back and forth
like kids in a schoolyard.
In 1985, the Big East ended
up holding a block party at
Lexington, and last year, the
ACC dominated the AP-UPI
top 10, even though Duke
finally fell short in the
finals to the Cardinals of
Louisville in Dallas.
This year, its the Big Ten
by six lengths over the rest of
the field, with commissioner
Wayne
Duke
smugly
resting his whip as he looks
back over his shoulder.
Personally, I think the Big
Ten will maintain that
distance through next year,
the 1987-'88 season, and who
knows how far beyond.
Talk about a solid line-up.
Even the Rockettes have got
to be envious.
first there's Purdue, and
my prediction is the
Boilermakers will be the
odds-on favorite to win the
Big Ten next year, and to
continue right through to the
Final Four
when it's
convened in 'Kansas Cit .
Y
.
Th e T roy Lewis and Todd
Mitchell show is an
automatic renewal, like
Cosby' and with them back
· c h G K d
agad1nb, . oalcf t ene ela. Y
fi n s 1mse a eye 1eve m
the state of Indiana with
Digger and Bobby.
Th en th ere ' s M'1c h'igan,
h' h JR
R 'd 1
wl IC
. · · . fei t-c ~s s
p ayer M'll
1n six-h oo
T
, -nine
1 s, w 0. ~ now
erry
down under Propos1bon 48,

as is another outstanding
player in six-foot-two
Rumeal Robinson. And
don't forget the Buckeyes of
Ohio State, who are
adjusting
to
Gary
Williams' intense coaching
style, as a new era gets
underway
along
the
Olentangy River.
Illinois
has
two
Proposition 48 kids too, sixfoot-five Nick Anderson and
six-foot-six Ervin Small, but
the true All-American
should transfer Kenny
Battle, a six-foot-six gold
mine who transferred from
Northern Illinois. Add to
that, Marcus Liberty, the
high school player of the
year, and the fighting Illini
should be an even better club
next year.
Iowa losses very little and
Dr. Tom Davis. will .have
gotten ~hrough his babtismal
year m Hawkeye-land
Wh t . 1.t th
? Th b ·
a is
ey say.
e eat
goes on ... And. what can you
say about Indian.a? Except to
know that year-m and yearout, with Coach Bob at the
h 1
th t th ,
th
e m.
a
ey re on
e
mponey · .
erenn1al
orphans
N
h
or western
and
Wisconsin will have to find
some new b og sh oes, because
there's very little chance
they're going to get out of the

sub-basement,
but
Minnesota has a proven
warrior in Clem Haskins
who previously did such ~
great job of rebuilding
Western Kentucky from the
ashes. The Gophers might
need another year to return
to respectability, but look for
them to bounce back.
And last, but certainly not
least, there's Michigan
State. Things are kind of on
cruise control right now wit
in East Lansing, but the
Spartans are always testy
and a killer at home.
Overall, then, the Big Ten
is the conference of the
immediate future, and I
think could possibly make it
awkward for the rest of the
country this coming late
March in Cresent City.

W

e're looking for students to work in part time
furniture sales.

Join our team of quality people working with quality
customers and quality oak furniture.
. Salary plus commission, 20-25 hours per week.

hplynow:

Altamonte Springs 766 East Altamont Dr. 831-1155
Orlando 8100 S. Orange Bloss m Tri. 855-4404

....----····
.....,...... ----.
____.
....---...........
~

PUT YOUR
COLLEGE DEGREE
TO WORK.

One other thing: Look for
the style of play in the Big
Ten to change in the near
future, from Bobby Knight's
motion
offense
and
kamikaze defense, to Dr.
Tom Davis' coast-to-coast
defense,
multilpe
substitutions, and a wearing
down of the opponent with
:movement rather than
physicalness.
This trend, I feel, should
take about three weeks to
work into place, a lot quicker
than when Bobby Knight's ,
style changed the Big Ten
from
a
run-and-gun
conference, to one of
deliberate, half-court offense
and strong, man-to-man, box
out defense.

Air Force Officer Training School
is an excellent start to a
challenging career as an Air
Force Officer. We offer great
starting pay, medical care, 30
days of vacation with pay each
year and management
opportunities. Contact an
Air Force recruiter. Find out what
Officer Training School can mean
for you. Call

MSgt Russ Hamer
(305) 826-0342 collect

Get

Sigma Chi Fraternity

Involved
on
Crunpus

IN COOPERATION WITH Y-106 AND PEPSI

(

PRESENT ...

SIGMA CHI
DERBY BASH

•

~ - ~~:-=-=:1::::a.c:.: ::=--:::::=-:: ;==-=:: :::=-:::: ::::=-:.: : :.=amc:: ·::a..::::,

I Friday, March 6, 8:00 p.m.

I

at Camp Heronwood

~
·~

k::::-=:::~:~:::=-::;:::a.c:.::::=-:::i:::=-:::::=-=::::=-:::~::.=-:::·~'

50 Kegs ... U1VLIMITED Beer!
Tickets:

Put Your Potential into Action
with Student Government!!!

$4.00 in advance at the KIOSK
S5.00 at the door
Ticket includes Derby cup and all the BEER and Soda
you can drink!!!

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

SENATORS NEEDED
Colleges of Arts and Sciences
and Business
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
.....

CALL
I

J.J. MA

DATO AT

MORE I FORMATIO

x2191

FOR

A D APPLICATIO S

FoR MORE lNFORMATIO

CALL THE

KIOSK AT 275-2060

*********************************
[!] ~
Camp
j
Heronwood
Unrmo;,

Chapman

•

,

]
JIM'S TIRE SERVICE
18768 E. Hwy. 50 • Bithlo • 568·5102
USED TIRES example: NEW TIRES example:
13"
Sl2 to S20 235/75815" $49.95
14"
$14 to S20 195/ 75814" $40.951
I 15"
$15 to $20 185/80013" $35.95

Fast, Courteous Service • Flat Repairs
PRICES INCLUDE: Mounting, Balancing & Installation

•

UCF .t

g Gator

es o

by Paul Owers
CE RA. . F O~ DA FUTURE
If th e University of Florida
baseball team enjoyed last
year's 27-26 season, then ...
• Ronald Reagan knows
EVERYTHI G.
• Miss America wears
dentures.
• Dennis Connor never
liked sailing, anyway.
After a splendid 1985

~~~~!!!!!!~~~~~~~~~~~!!!~ii out,
season, the Gators reached
r:
only to feel the soft

2nd Annual Spring
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Prizes, Fun & Excitement
Sponsored by the UCF Role Playing Club

midsection of mediocrity.
Two years ago they fell a
game short of the College
World Series, but now spend
their days proving to the
college world that they are
serious.
Among the
many
problems that faced Florida
in 1986 was consistency, or
lack there of. A schedule
laced with perennial state
powers like Florida State
and Miami will take any
team for an unwanted ride
on an emotional roller
Rob Peery/Central Florido Future
The Knights are jumping for joy over their l 0-4
coaster, but the Gators and
record.
Head Coach Joe Arnold
knew there was something everybody knew it. The
So far, at least, it is being
else, something more Gators finished out the well-hidden.
Florida
serious nibbling at their season only because the traveled to Miami for a twoguts.
schedule said they had to.
Indeed ·there was. Arnold, · This is a new year, ·they game weekend miniseries
whose four year record at vow. Talk of things being with the Hurricanes. Bad
Florida is a spectacular 113- different occupies the lips of move. On Friday, pitcher Joe
60-1, left the team near the Arnold and several of his Grahe gave up eight hits-but
halfway point of the season to players. They claim that just one over the final three
undergo treatment for a hope now resides at Perry innings-to earn the victory
Miami,
4-2.
On
drinking problem. He took Field in Gainesville, just for
Saturday,
the
'Canes
coasted
with him any hopes his team patiently waiting to reveal
had of postseason play, and itself.
SEE GATORS PAGE 16

United Parcel Service
Part-Time Positions Available

I

~

I

u s

United .P arcel Service will be
accepting applications for
part-time loaders and ':'nloaders.
excellent pay - $8.00 an hour.
Please sign up for an interview
Oppointment in the Career Resource
Center. ADM Suite 124. UPS is an
equal opportunity employer.
Work shifts begin at 4:30 a.m., 5:30 p.m.
or 11 :00 p.m., Monday through Friday
workweek. 3 to 5 hours per day.
I

. ..
,.
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This week in sports
Wed. W. Tennis vs. E. Michigan 2:00 OLCC
Wed Baseball vs. Florida 7:00
Fri. W. Tennis vs. F AMU 12:00
Fri. M Tennis vs. FAMU 2:00
Fri. Baseball Iowa State 7:00
Sat. Surfing contest at Ormond Beach
Sat. Crew vs. Rollins
Sat. Baseball vs. Iowa 1:30
Sat. M Tennis vs. Wisconsin 4:00
Sat. Baseball vs. Detroit 7:00
Sun M. Tennis vs. Marquette 10:00
Sun Baseball vs. Detroit 1:30

GATORS
FROM PAGE 15
to an easy 12-4 blowout to
hand the Gators their ninth
loss in 13 games.
That leaves tomorrow's
matchup with UCF packed
with about as much drama as
forfeit. The Knights (10-4)
will enter the game on the
strength of two days rest and
a pair of lopsided victories
over Florida International
University.
Jim Crone knocked a tworun homer in the second
inning, while a five-run
eighth sealed the win for
UCF on Saturday, 12-1. The
Knights walloped the
· Sunblazers again on Sunday
thanks largely in part to four
round-trippers. Outfielder
Jose Soto and Bobby Kiser
cracked
back-to-back
homers in the first inning,

Need a Lift
Somewhere?
Next Time Try Student
Government's Carpool
Referral Service at Your
Favorite Student
Government KIOSK!

while Jim Walters (third)
and Jim Crone (seventh)
also took the cadillac trot to
lead UCF, 10-5.
Although the Gators haYe
been taking their lumps this
season,
they are a
dangerous team. The key to
tomorrow's game puts the
young Knights' young
pitching staff head-to-head
against a lineup that
features the Southeastern
Conference designated hitter
of the year, (Rodney Brewer)
along with power-hitters
Lance Hodges and Joey
Fernandez.
_
Everybody associated with
Knight baseball knows that a
victory over a team the
caliber of Florida, even in
an off year, would do
wonders for the program. It
would be a big step in the
right direction.
It is a direction that points
to the postseason.
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PRESIDENT'S
LEADERSHIP COUNCIL
PURPOSE:

The Council serves U.C.F. as official
. student ambassadors, both on and
. off campus
•

Candidates must have demonstrated
leadership ability in University and
community organizations.

Applications are available in Adm.in. 282
and are due for return Friday, March 13.

.
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FINALE
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·COMPLETE HAIR CARE SERVICES
(we_ use Nexus &. Sebastian products)

11790 E.

COLONIAL DR:

2 7 7 • 3· 7 6 6
STU DENT

DISCOUNT.S

Beaton contributed to the
UCF did no take the lead
until five minutes into the cause scoring 11 and
grabbing
second half, when
FRO tPAGE 20
Friday
Roberson coverted a hree four rebounds.
rejected fi e of FIU's shots,
he adding t o his UCF
A suprise came before point play giving
season record of 74.
Knights
a
55-54
advantage.
the game started, when
The crowd of 688 erupted
John Marini s1ammed
Coach Carter elected to
when the home squad scored what fcGee ca1ls "The Space
start Beaton.
In the first half, coach 15 unanswered points in the Shuttle Dunk, ' with three
seconds left to excite older
Carter was trying to following three minutes.
formulate the winning The Sunblazers could never brother Tony. He was unable
combination of players, but regroup as the Knights went to play his final 16 games at
UCF, due to a mid-season
was unsuccessful. By half on to win 102-87.
injury.
time the Knights were
down 45-43.
McGee, noted for his
The Knights' final game
ability of naming his the year was played Monday
"FIU shot better then us in teamates dunks, slammed night at Howard University,
the first half," said junior one of his own, he calls the in Washington D.C. "This
guard Chris Wallen. "And "K Love Touch". McGee is one of the five best teams
in the second half Faronte finished with 18 points
(his season high), and seven we
couldn't miss."
rebounds. Crocklin added have played this year," said
Carter. With a win, the team
Roberson lead all scorers
·again, going four for six 20 points and five rebounds. can finish with a record of
from the three point range, rhe leader in rebounding, 13-14. Presently at 12-14, this
scoring 23. "Its a really nice with eight, was guard Bryant year's team has the most
1 way
to finish,"
said Woodford, who also scored wins since UCF went to
Division I three years ago.
15 points.
Roberson.

Writers NeetWd.!
For more information call
The Central Florida Future at 275-2865
or just stop by our offices,

11618 E. Colonial Dr.

____

THE HAIR SHOP

(Next to Piggly Wi ggl'f)

....,.,,~
)lo

~

;

lj_ Precision Style Cut $9.00

With 16 02. drink and this

(<ILOll L\l 1>11.

282-7812

ad from 2 p.m. to 5 p.m.
coupon expires May 31J1987

Now Serving Breakfast

---,~

Open 7 am til 9 pm

FULL SERVICE SALON

10509 E. Colonial Dr.

.WALK-INS ~ELCOME

(Winn-Dixie Center)
UNION PARK

L'ally 9-5 & Thurs. 'Ill 8

282·1700 ·

. ..;. .·. . . . "·:.,. ..;. "'. . . .... ,. . . . . . .., tn nt

"'o-

.. ,., ..... ..............,.

Applications are now available for the /~:.f~i,:)::~:;;;:
:gff~rf£~'.'\\~:~?t>:.:r
19a7 _19aa
/ A;,;!'.:;0frifi:f
~~:W~;i: jiff'l.~{~i;:c;% Ac ADE M Ic p EE R AD v IsEM ENT TE AM ~ !~m:{n;:t;i;;:@:.!
•F%f:~~:'YS\Y?::

0

MINIMUM REQUIREMENTS

APPLICATIONS AVAILABLE
Counseling & Testing Center,
Student Affairs, Kiosk, Minority
Student Services, Undergraduate
Studies, or the Student Center
Main Desk.
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WAYNE DENSCH, INC.
U.C.F. Rep. Nanci Rothberg, 281-1777
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urf club (des to n mber one ranking
by Kathy Johnson
SDOITTS EDITOQ

ational recognition is
just beyond the horizon for
the University of Central
• F]orida' s surfing team. The
team, which consists of
members of the UCF Surfing
Club, is currently tied for
first in the state.
The National Surfing
Scholastic Association,
NSSA, sponsors four team
• competition throughout the
year. The top three teams in
the state are invited to the
national competition, put on
by the NSSA, in California.
Currently, UCF has walked
away with a first and a
second place. The third
competition of the year is this
Saturday at Ormond Beach.

The club sports over 30
members and is able to field
three teams of ten in each
competition, aQ "A", a "B"
and a "C" team. They
compete with teams from
The University of Florida,
(who they are currently tied
with), Flagler Palm Coast,
Brevard
Community
College, Florida State
University Embry Riddle
University, Jacksonville
University,
and
the
University of North Florida
just to name a few.
As it stands now, the Surf
team hangs on to an
excellent chance 9f reaching
the national competition.
Due to a reorganization of
the club, the team has
reached high levels of
motivation, dedication, and
leadership.

Jett cannon/Central Florida Future

Mike Gilmore,(above), and the UCF Surf team, (below);are ready for their third
tournament this weekend.

Jeff Cannon/Central Florida Future

The UCF Surf team is tied for first place in the state in the NSSA.

The other teams, according
to team captain Bill Burbage,
" sweat when they see us
coming".
Two years ~go, UCF
received the privilege to
attend
the
national
competition and came back
third in the country, and
first in the state. This year
they are once again vying
for a top spot.
In their first competition of
the new year, UCF finished
with a second place. They
placed behind the University
of Florida. UCF's "B" team
captured the seventh spot.
On Feb. 8 UCF dominated
the second tournament of the
season. The team finished
first, beating out Florida.

UCF's "B" team placed
fourth, behind Florida's "A"
and "B" teams and Flagler
College.
The tournaments UCF
competes in are set up in the
same format as the national
competition. Schools are
allowed to enter three teams
of ten. All participants must
be members of the NSSA to
compete.
Depth on the team is an
advantage, and to be able to
field three quality teams
will only help UCF in their
plight to California. The
team needs a big finish this
weekend in Ormond Beach
to pull ahead of Florida
"We're definitely ruling
this contest," Burbage said.

SPECIAL
D1SCOUNT
WITH

MUSTANG CONVERTIBLE

UCF l.D.
THUNDERBIRD
('85 graduate)

S~1eU,
3535 W. Colonial Dr., Ori.

•

{Joi. #I
299-5900

by Poul Connolly
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

The men's basketball team
toppled barriers, broke records
and went out in style in their
final two home games of the
season. UCF downed Bethune
Cookman College ,86-69, and
Florida
International
University ,102-87.
First.. the Knights broke a
school record for most wins in
Division I with 12 on the season,
the old record being 10.
Secondly, UCF broke the 100
point hurdle for the second time
this season. Also, coach Phil
Carter found the mix of players
which combined for the nearperfect concoction.
In the first game, BCC (8-18)
came out hoping to avenge their
Jan. 29 loss to the Knights, 73-66
in Daytona. In the first three
minutes the Wildcats out scored
the Knights 7-2. · The Knights
then settled down, moving
the ba11
around
_on
offense, and hitting the open
man. UCF pulled ahead 8-7
after five minutes, and held the
lead the rest of the game.
Pat Crocklin and Faronte
Roberson combined for 20 of
UCF's 34 first-half points,
giving the Knights a four point
advantage, 34-30, going into the
locker room.
Roland Dube/Central Florida Future
In the second half the Knights
champs ·
came out with their thoughts on
· defer. se, pulling in and out of the
FOF defeated Lambda-Chi in the soccer tournament final 6-0. The Strikers downed fuP-court press. "At the half,
Chancellor's Row 2-1 in the "B" division, while ZTA captured the women's title.
f;1 ·ach

Campu_s

Carter g •: .~ t l a talk about
defense ." ~kberson said. " o in
the seco Hl h alf
we came out looking to hit the
boards, and get the ball. " The
Knights did hit the board out
rebounding the Widcats 42, to
27.
Reserve George Beaton lldded
11 second half points, e:=-~L · nding
the lead to 17 points after a crowd
pleasing slam, on a pass from
freshman
Bob Blackwood. "We practice
that play every day in practice,"
said back-up
center Ken McGee. "We call it
the Thunder Bubba Dunk."
"We broke it open with the
right combination of players on
the floor," said coach Carter. "It
seems that in each game its a
different combination."
Faronte Roberson led all
scorers with 22 points and six
assists,
Crocklin added 20 points and 11
rebounds.
In the Knights home finale, it
took until the second half to cool
off the
Florida
International
Sunblazers (7-1 7).
An opening ceremony was
held prior to the game to
recognize four seniors, playing
the final home game of their
UCF career. Faronte Roberson,
George 'Bubba' Beaton, John ..
Friday and injured Tony
Marini were to witness
victory number 12.
SEE FINALE PAGE 17

BASEBALL BRIEFS

•

·
•

UCF cleans-up FIU; sweeps series
UCF 10 Fill 5
Four home runs in early innings helped the
Knights overpower Florida International
University Sunday. Back-to-back round
tripers in the first by Jose Soto and Bobby
Kiser, kicked off UCF to an early three run
lead. Three more runs crossed home in the
second, when the Knights ripped FIU pitcher
Penny Wiseman for four hits. Carlos
Morales reached base on a walk and Jim
Walters knocked him in with his homer in
the second, giving UCF a 8-2 cushion. The
Sunblazers pulled two runs in both the
second and eighth innings and one run in
the fifth. Brian Ahern pitched six innings
with seven strike outs and three runs off four
hits.

UCF 12FIU1
Rich Polak pitched six innings for the
Knights and walked off the mound with
three strike outs, no walks, no runs, and
only six hits. UCF's first hit of the game
came off a homer by Jim Crone in the
second. But it was the eighth inning that
really clicked for the Knights. UCF was
handed three walks, and ripped the FIU
pitcher for five runs and five hits. Vince
Zawaski knocked in three runs on his
triple. Odie Koehnke and Paul Pederson
each had three hits in the stomping of the
Sunblazers...

USF 9 UCF 2
UCF was handed their fourth loss of the season last
Wednesday. With 11 Knights striking out and 12 men
left on base, UCF could not not pull together a rally.
USF, on the otherhand, slammed the Knights for 14
hits. A five run second inning, and a two run first
inning blasted the Bulls to a 7-0 lead. USF wrapped up
their victory with runs in the sixth and eighth innings.
by Kathy Johnson
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Jose Soto leads UCF s .
baseball team In batting
averages
1

Botting average .436

Homeruns 2
RBrs 15
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Odie Koehnke tries

o s ag an oppenent attempting to steal second base.
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